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Imaging to Molecular Manipulation
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Abstract: Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) of single atoms and
molecules on ultrathin insulating films have led to a wealth of novel observations and insights. Based on the
reduced electronic coupling to the metallic substrate, these techniques allow the charge state of individual atoms
to be controlled, orbitals of individual molecules to be imaged and metal–molecule complexes to be built up.
Near-contact AFM adds the unique capabilities of imaging and probing the chemical structure of singlemolecules
with atomic resolution. With the help of atomic/molecular manipulation techniques, chemical binding processes
and molecular switches can be studied in detail.
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Introduction

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and atomic force microscopy (AFM) have
the unique capability of enabling the study
of single adsorbates at the atomic scale.
Moreover, they can be used as a tool for
atomic/molecular manipulation,[1,2] i.e.
for modifying surface structures atom by
atom. Besides simple lateral displacement
and reversible transfer of adsorbates be-
tween surface and probe tip, manipulation
can also be used to control the properties
of single atoms/molecules, for example by
changing a molecular conformation, or by
performing single molecule chemistry.[3]
An important step in this context was the
development of low-temperature scan-
ning probe microscopes, which operate
at temperatures of liquid helium and even
below. In this way, the mobility of weakly
bound individual atoms and molecules can
be suppressed. In addition, some other in-
strumental conditions are also improved

at low temperature, such as the mechani-
cal drift in the microscope and the surface
contamination by adsorption from the gas
phase. This way structures can be built
up with atomic-scale precision to investi-
gate particular physical phenomena under
idealized and well-known conditions.

In which form these manipulation
processes are effective and what types
of manipulation can be applied depends
very strongly on the substrate material.
Accordingly, many investigations were
performed on flat inert metal surfaces,
such as copper, silver and gold, because
their low diffusion barrier is ideal for lat-
eral manipulation and hence for the con-
struction of nanostructures.[4] In contrast,
on semiconductor surfaces, primarily elec-
tron-induced processes are used[5–7] be-
cause of the stronger and more directional
covalent bonding. Insulator surfaces can-
not be directly investigated with STM, but
are accessible in the form of ultrathin films
on a metallic or semiconducting substrate
(Fig. 1). Films of a thickness of up to 1 nm
provide a sufficiently thin tunnel barrier,
so that one can work at tunneling currents
in the pA or fA range. The most important
aspect of insulating films is the reduced
electronic coupling of the adsorbate to
the underlying metal substrate. In such a
tunneling junction, the discrete electronic
structure of the adsorbate is maintained,
and one can tunnel resonantly through the
discrete states of the adsorbate (Fig. 2). In
this resonant tunneling process, the tunnel
electron resides much longer on the adsor-
bate than in the case of adsorbates on metal
surfaces, so that manipulation processes
based on electron-phonon/vibron coupling
are very efficient.

Controlling the Charge State of
Metal Atoms

An interesting manipulation process
that is only possible in the presence of an

Fig. 1. NaCl island on Cu(111). The numbers
indicate the NaCl film thicknesses in atomic
layers. The island starts with a double
layer and has straight nonpolar step edges.
Substrate defect steps are smoothly over-
grown. (210 nm × 250 nm; 588 mV; 0.17 nA)

Fig. 2. Schematic model of a double-barrier
tunneling junction. The molecule is separated
from the STM tip apex by the vacuum barrier
and from the metal substrate by the ultrathin
insulating film.
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that the NIR is 1.4 eV above the Fermi
level or 2.6 eV below the vacuum level,[11]
which is close to the electron affinity of
an isolated Au atom of 2.3 eV (below the
vacuum level).

Whereas for Au adatoms charge bista-
bility was observed, three charge states
could be identified for Ag adatoms. A Ag
adatom can also be manipulated into a pos-
itively chargedAg+ through hole tunneling
induced by the application of a negative
voltage pulse (V ≥–1.3 V). In atomically
resolved images,[12]Ag+was found at a site
bridging two Cl anions, whereas Ag– and
Ag0 were both found on top of Cl anions.
Charge-state switching is not restricted to
atoms, but can also be observed for single
molecules, as was demonstrated for mag-
nesium porphine and copper phthalocya-
nine molecules.[13] Moreover, in the latter
work, the spatial distribution of the addi-
tional charge was studied by the subtrac-
tion of STM images of the molecules in
their various charge states. To realize dif-
ferent stable charge states, one electronic
adsorbate state has to be sufficiently close
to the Fermi level of the underlying sub-
strate, as can often already be achieved by
selecting a substrate with suitable work
function. The ionic and electronic polar-
ization can then lead to a shift of that state
across the Fermi level of the substrate re-
sulting in the stability of more than just one
charge state. As the shift of the state due to
polarization is stronger the more localized
the charge is, the energy balance in the case
of molecules is more subtle than in the case
of metals. If the state is not shifted across
the Fermi level, different charge states may
still be accessible, but can only be realized
in the presence of an electric field induced
by the STM tip.[14]

AFM offers an alternative way to de-
termine the charge-states of individual
atoms.[15] Charging of a Au atom by one
electron charge, for example, increases
the measured attractive force on the AFM
tip by a few piconewtons.[15] This is suf-
ficient to clearly identify the charge state.
Moreover, the local contact potential dif-
ference is shifted depending on the sign of
the charge, allowing the discrimination of

insulating film is the control of the charge
state of adsorbates, as was first demonstrat-
ed for singleAu atoms on NaCl/Cu(111).[8]
By positioning the STM tip above a Au
adatom and then applying a voltage pulse,
the adatom can be reversibly switched be-
tween its neutral and its negatively charged
state. Most importantly, both states are
stable: an additional charge will remain on
the adsorbate until it is removed again by a
voltage pulse of reversed sign.

After deposition on NaCl(100)/
Cu(111), individual Au adatoms are im-
aged as protrusions. The apparent height
is in the range of 2.0–2.5 Å for a tunneling
current of I = 10–200 pA (Fig. 3). The ad-
sorption site was determined to be on top of
the Cl anion, both directly from atomically
resolved STM images of the Cl anions as
well as indirectly from the adatom posi-
tion with respect to artificially created Cl
vacancies. To determine the charge state,
two approaches were used. One employs
AFM and will be discussed later, whereas
the other is based on the scattering of inter-
face-state electrons by charged adsorbates.
On Cu(111) the well-known surface-state
band survives NaCl adsorption and forms
an interface state band that is confined to
the insulator/metal interface.[9] In STM im-
ages, the interface state manifests itself as
a typical standing-wave pattern[10] arising
from the scattering of electrons. The ab-
sence of scattering at the Au adatoms in-
dicates that theAu adatoms remain neutral
upon adsorption, and we will thus refer to
them as Au0 in the following. The charge
state manipulation of Au adatoms, which
is shown in Fig. 3, works as follows. The
tip is first positioned directly above a Au
adatom. The feedback loop is switched off,
and a positive voltage V ≥0.6 V is applied.
After a certain time t, which depends on
the specific tunneling parameters, a sharp
current drop by about a factor of 3 is ob-
served. In subsequent images, the corre-
sponding Au adatom appears differently,
but is still at the same adsorption site. The
manipulated Au adatom is imaged as a
sombrero-like shape, with a protrusion that
is about 0.5 Å smaller than in the image
of the original state and is surrounded by
a depression. By applying a negative volt-
age pulse of about –1 V, the manipulated
adatom can be switched back to its origi-
nal state. Au adatoms in the manipulated
state scatter the interface-state electrons,
but no interface-state localization at the
adatom can be observed.[8] This indicates
that the manipulatedAu atom is negatively
charged (Au–). The states of the neutral
and the negativeAu adatom are both stable
and must therefore be associated with two
different geometric configurations of the
adatom and the NaCl film. A simple elec-
tron transfer without lasting changes of
the ion core positions would not be stable,

because the electron residing in an excited
state on the manipulatedAu adatom would
rapidly tunnel into the metal underneath.

Density functional theory (DFT) simu-
lations[8] provided deeper insight into the
underlying principle of this experimentally
observed charge bistability: In agreement
with the experiments, the theoretical inves-
tigation found two different stable states
for Au atoms on top of a Cl anion on the
NaCl film on Cu(100), namely, a neutral
and a negatively charged state. Whereas
the Au atom in its neutral state leaves the
ionic positions within the NaCl film rela-
tively unperturbed, the negatively charged
Au atom induces large ionic relaxations
within the NaCl film. The Cl anion beneath
the adatom is forced to move downward by
0.6 Å and the surrounding Na cations are
forced upward by 0.6 Å. This relaxation
pattern creates an attractive potential for
the additional charge on the Au adatom,
which is further stabilized by the screen-
ing charge in the metal substrate and by the
electronic polarization of the ionic layer.
This shifts theAu(6s) state, which in a neu-
tral Au adatom is singly occupied, down-
wards by approximately 1.0 eV, such that
it is below the Fermi level and becomes
doubly occupied in the negatively charged
Au adatom.

The measured quantum yield, i.e. the
probability of amanipulation event per tun-
neling electron, can reach values of order
unity for voltage pulses of V ≥1.4 V. This
extremely high yield is consistent with a
capture of electrons tunneling resonantly
into the negative ion resonance (NIR) state
(the NIR is the negatively charged adsor-
bate, with the system in the same ionic
configuration as for the neutral adsorbate).
This suggests that, because of the presence
of the insulator, the lifetime of the NIR
state of the adatom is in the range of the
ionic vibrational periods, which results in
the capture of the tunneling electrons. An
electron tunneling resonantly into the NIR
state remains there for a sufficiently long
time so that the adatom and its surrounding
ions have time to relax, which leads to the
NIR state moving below E

F
and the elec-

tron being captured. This model implies

Fig. 3. Manipulation of the Au adatom state. After recording the image (a), the STM tip was po-
sitioned above one of the Au adatoms (arrow) and a positive voltage pulse was applied to the
sample. (b) After a short time, a sudden decrease of the tunneling current can be observed.
A subsequent STM image (c) shows that the manipulated Au adatom did not change its lateral
position, but has a different appearance. By applying a negative voltage pulse, the manipulated
adatom can be switched back to its initial state (d). (50 mV; 10 pA). Adapted from ref. [8].
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with the mixed-tip images, it was found
that the relative contributions of s- and p-
wave character depend not only on the tip
itself but also on the lateral tip position.
The relative p-wave contribution of a CO
tip is higher in regions in which the lateral
gradient of the orbital becomes large. The
influence of the s-wave tip is enhanced at
outspread maxima of the orbital, where
the amplitude is large but the gradient
is small. In regions in which the p-wave
contribution predominates, the gradient
effect can be used to further enhance the
spatial resolution in orbital imaging.[22]

Resolving the Molecular Structure
with AFM

With STM the frontier orbitals of a
molecule can be directly imaged, andAFM
adds the unique capability to resolve the
molecular structure with atomic resolu-
tion, as shown for example in Fig. 5 for
a pentacene molecule adsorbed on a NaCl
film.[24] As can be seen in Fig. 5B and 5C,
the five carbon hexagons are clearly re-
solved. Also the carbon–hydrogen bonds
are imaged, indicating the positions of
the hydrogen atoms within the pentacene
molecule. In addition, each molecule is
surrounded by a dark halo. The data repre-
sents the lateral dependence of the change
in the frequency shift Δf(x, y) of the tuning-
fork force sensor while the image is being
recorded in the so-called constant-height
mode, i.e. the tip is being scanned along a
plane above the surface. As the oscillation
amplitude of the tuning fork is only a few
tens of picometers, the frequency shift is
simply proportional to the gradient of the
force between tip and sample. By record-
ing the distance dependence of the force in
each image pixel (3D forcemapping,[25–27])
the interaction force and the energy can be
determined by integration.[28] Local maxi-
ma of Δf(x, y) are observed above the edges
of the hexagons, near the carbon atom po-
sitions, and minima above the centers of
the carbon rings (hollow sites). To achieve
this high resolution, the molecule is im-
aged under the regime of the short-range
chemical forces. To be able to operate the
non/near-contact AFM reliably in this re-
gime, tip functionalization plays again a
decisive role because with a normal metal-
terminated tip no intramolecular resolution
could be obtained (Fig. 5A). To obtain the
image shown in Fig. 5B, the tip was termi-
nated with a single COmolecule.A similar
resolution can be achieved by terminating
the tip with a single chlorine atom, see Fig.
5C. The pentacene-modified tip (Fig. 5D),
a termination used in STM to enhance or-
bital imaging, yields a completely differ-
ent contrast than all the other tips inves-
tigated, indicating the strong influence of

positively charged, neutral, and negatively
charged atoms. TheAFM employed in this
study was based on a qPlus[16] tuning-fork
sensor operated at 5 K using very small
oscillation amplitudes in the subangstrom
regime.

Imaging Molecular Orbitals with
STM

A remarkable result of the electronic
decoupling of molecules on an ultrathin
insulating film is the possibility to study
the inherent electronic properties of these
individual molecules. An important con-
sequence is that one can image molecular
orbitals using STM, or, more precisely,
surfaces of constant electron density of the
molecular orbitals. As these states have to
be in the range of typical tunneling volt-
ages, they often are the HOMO (high-
est occupied molecular orbital) and the
LUMO (lowest unoccupied molecular or-
bital) only, i.e. the so-called frontier orbit-
als.[17] In the case of molecules with highly
delocalized electrons, such as in molecular
wires, they can also include a series of or-
bitals.[18]As an example, panels a and b in
Fig. 4 show the HOMO and the LUMO of
pentacene. A comparison with theoretical
calculations of the orbital density, i.e. the
positions of the nodal planes of a free pen-
tacene molecule, exhibits an almost per-
fect match. This means that the substrate
in this case has only a minor effect on the
orbital structure. As one probes these dis-
crete states with tunneling electrons, one
investigates the negative and positive ion
resonances. These states are closely re-
lated to the ionization energy (6.6 eV for
pentacene) and the electron affinity (1.35
eV for pentacene) of the free molecule, but
shifted towards the Fermi level because of
the electronic polarization of the NaCl film
and the underlying metal,[17] as discussed
for the adatoms. Although this has a sig-
nificant effect on the measured energy, the
primary character of the orbitals, i.e. the
symmetry and number of nodal planes, is
maintained. Even for molecules directly
adsorbed on metal surfaces, STM images
withan intramolecular structure that resem-
bles the LUMO have been obtained.[19–21]

In orbital imaging, the electronic struc-
ture of the tip plays a decisive role. For
example, an STM tip functionalized with
a specific molecule can significantly alter
the appearance of an orbital.Whereas for a
typical noble-metal terminated tip usually
s-wave character predominates, terminat-
ing the STM tip with a CO molecule, for
example, results in a clear p-wave charac-
ter of the tip.[22] This can be directly seen
in images at voltages corresponding to the
molecular resonances, in which the struc-
ture of the intramolecular corrugation is

completely different. For a purely p-wave
tip not the probability density of the wave
function is imaged, i.e. the absolute square
of the orbital wave function, but the square
of the derivative of the wave function.[23] In
reality, the CO tip-termination is slightly
more complex, as one also has to take into
account that two degenerate π-orbitals
contribute to the tunneling current. In gen-
eral, when imaging orbitals of molecules
with a CO tip, the tip’s electronic structure
can be best described by mixture of s-wave
and p-wave contributions. By comparing
calculated s-wave and p-wave tip images

Fig. 4. STM images of pentacene (A) HOMO
and (B) LUMO. (C) Model of the pentacene.
(D) HOMO and (E) LUMO with CO-terminated
tip. (A), (B), (C) adapted from ref. [17], (D), (E)
adapted from ref. [22].
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the tip modification. For CO termination,
the CO molecule is transferred from the
surface to the tip by vertical manipulation
techniques and bonds to the tip, with the
carbon bonding to the metal. Because the
oxygen is then at the very end of the tip,
the attractive interaction with the probed
pentacene molecule is reduced, allowing
the AFM to probe the short-range repul-
sive forces. In general, the lateral contrast
of Δf increases with decreasing tip height.
At the height at which Δf crossed zero, the
highest contrast and lateral resolution with
AFM were achieved. This is the region of
maximal attractive forces. Decreasing the
tip height further would result in instabili-
ties and ultimately in the tip picking up the
molecule.

To determine the origin of the high
resolution, detailed theoretical calcula-
tions were made that took into account
forces of three different physical origins,
namely, electrostatic, van der Waals, and
Pauli repulsive forces. By comparing
their contributions to the overall force,
it was found that the electrostatic forces
are small (~10%). The electrostatic and
van der Waals contributions to the force
exhibit little lateral corrugation on the
atomic scale and yield a diffuse attractive
potential above the entire molecule, giving
rise to the observed dark background sur-
rounding the pentacene molecules in the Δf
maps. The atomic contrast is the result of
the Pauli repulsion force, which becomes
substantial when regions of high electron
density overlap. These regions are at the
atomic positions and at the C–C (and also,
but to a lesser extent, at the C–H) bonds
in the pentacene molecule and are revealed
for sufficiently small tip sample distances
(d ≈ 5Å). Taking this a step further, it might
become possible to extract details about
intermolecular bonds, e.g. the bond order

and length. One can foresee further devel-
opments, such as probing the reactivity of
different molecular sites with respect to a
known molecule or atom at the tip apex.
Such investigations will yield detailed in-
sight into chemical reactions and catalysis.
Moreover, a combination with electrostatic
force microscopy[15] can be used to inves-
tigate single-electron transport in metal
molecular systems on the atomic scale.
Resolving structural details of molecules is
not limited toAFM, as it has been observed
that by using STM in the presence of hy-
drogen molecules the lateral resolution can
be also strongly increased.[29]

Molecular Switches

Detailed orbital and structural in-
formation is extremely useful to
investigate the functionality of single-
molecule devices.[30,31] Here molecular
switches stand out, as they have been in-
tensively studied both in a two-terminal
metal–molecule–metal geometry and by
scanning probe techniques.[32] In the fol-
lowing, we will discuss the properties of
three different molecular switches based
on bond breaking/formation in two metal–
molecule complexes and on the current-
induced hydrogen tautomerization in
naphthalocyanine molecules.

Orbital imaging allows one to directly
examine the change of orbital structure in-
duced by changes in the bond structure. As
exemplary cases, we will discuss the bond-
ing of a Au atom to a pentacene molecule
and to a PTCDA (perylene-3,4,9,10-tetra-
carboxylic dianhydride) molecule. A Au–
pentacene complex is formed in several
steps.[33] First both reactants are positioned
close to each other. Then a chemical bond
is created between the two by means of

nonthermal excitation using inelastic tun-
neling. Note that one can use the same pro-
cess to break the bond again, i.e. the bond-
ing process is reversible. The reversibility
of the complex formation suggests that it is
an addition reaction of the gold atom to one
of the pentacene’s aromatic rings and that
it does not involve the substitution of a hy-
drogen atom. DFT calculations reveal that
the bond is based on rehybridization of the
bonding carbon atom from sp2 to sp3 (Fig.
6A,B), i.e. the carbon in the complex is
bonded to four neighboring atoms instead
of only three as in pentacene alone. This
new bond will of course change the orbital
structure. The most important experimen-
tal result is that orbital images at positive
and negative voltages of the Au-pentacene
complex look very similar, which means
that tunneling into and out of the complex
proceeds through the same orbital. The
explanation lies in the fact that the Au–
pentacene complex is a radical, i.e. it has
an odd number of electrons. As pentacene
has an even number andAu an odd number
of electrons, the total electron number is
odd (from the absence of interface scatter-
ing, one can experimentally determine that
both the pentacene and the Au–pentacene
complex are neutral), and Au–pentacene
has a singly occupied molecular orbital
(SOMO). The locations of the nodal planes
in the SOMO clearly differ from those in
the HOMO and LUMO of the pentacene,
which is evidence of the existence of a new
bond. Analogously, also the orbital shape
depends on which carbon atom the Au at-
taches to in the Au–pentacene complex.
As the bonding site of the Au atom with
respect to the pentacene can be controlled
in the experiment, this can be viewed as
orbital engineering.

The use of the Au–pentacene complex
as a molecular switch is very limited be-
cause, in contrast to bond breaking, bond
formation is very difficult to achieve and
does not allow reliable switch operation.
In this regard, a much better controlled and

Fig. 5. Constant-height AFM images of pentacene /NaCl(2 ML) /Cu(111) using different tip modi-
fications. (A) Ag tip, z = –0.7 Å, oscillation amplitude A = 0.6 Å; (B) CO tip, z = +1.3 Å, A = 0.7 Å;
(C) Cl tip, z = –1.0 Å, A = 0.7 Å; (D) pentacene tip, z = +0.6 Å, A = 0.5 Å. The z-values are given
with respect to an STM set point of I = 2 pA, V = 200 mV above the NaCl at positions next to the
molecule. Adapted from ref. [24].

Fig. 6. (A), (B) Model of 6-Au–pentacene on an
NaCl film. (C), (D) STM images of the SOMO
with positive (C) and negative (D) sample volt-
age. Adapted from ref. [33].
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more reliable switching behavior was ob-
served for Au–PTCDA. This metal–mol-
ecule complex has a number of character-
istics that render it suitable as a molecu-
lar switch. First, whereas pentacene and
Au–pentacene are neutral, PTCDA and
Au–PTCDA are both singly negatively
charged.[34] The reason lies in the greater
electron affinity of the PTCDA molecule.
The fact that the molecule and the com-
plex are always charged plays a crucial role
because the electrostatic interaction can be
exploited to assist controlled bond forma-
tion.[34] Bond making and breaking were
controlled simply by applying voltage
pulses of appropriate polarity, and did not
require an exact tip movement or position-
ing over a particular part of the molecule.
A simple model was suggested in which
bond formation proceeds by temporarily
removing a single electron charge from
the PTCDA anion, reducing the Coulomb
repulsion between the Au anion and the
PTCDA molecule. Bond breaking pro-
ceeds by electron attachment, forming a
doubly charged Au–PTCDA complex that
is no longer stable and dissociates (Fig. 7).
The electronic decoupling provided by the
insulating NaCl film is crucial to ensure

the stability of the different charge states.
This mechanism seems to be much more
reliable than bond activation by inelastic

electron tunneling. Another relevant as-
pect of a molecular switch is the change
in vertical conductance between the differ-
ent states of the switch. For Au–PTCDA,
the switching between the bonded and the
nonbonded configuration was accompa-
nied by a change in the tunneling current
of about two orders of magnitude at certain
bias voltages. This is because the energy
and occupation of the orbitals change sig-
nificantly upon bond formation/breaking,
as the PTCDA anion has a singly occupied
orbital, whereas the Au–PTCDA anion
has completely occupied and unoccupied
orbitals.

A very different kind of molecular
switch can be realized with a naphthalo-
cyanine molecule.[35] This planar aromatic
molecule has two hydrogen atoms in the
center, and the change of their position is
the basis of the switching process (Fig. 8).
As it is energetically most favorable when
the hydrogen atoms are opposing, i.e. in the
trans configuration, by symmetry two (by
90° mutually rotated) stable states of these
two hydrogen atoms exist. Switching, i.e.
the tunneling-induced hydrogen tautomer-
ization, is achieved in the experiment by
applying a voltage pulse. Because the ori-
entation of the orbitals is tied to the sym-
metry of themolecule, this tautomerization
can be directly seen in the twofold sym-
metric LUMO (Fig. 8). As the molecular
geometry in the outer part of the molecule
does not change, this switching is very reli-
able (tens of thousands of switching events
could be recorded without any movement
of the molecule), which is a prerequisite
for coupling molecules laterally. In this
way, the switching process could also be
induced in adjacent molecules.[35]

Fig. 7. Bond break-
ing/formation in Au–
PTCDA. (a)–(c) STM
images of Au–PTCDA
in the (a) nonbonded
and (b, c) the bonded
configuration (imag-
ing parameters: I =
3 pA, V = 0.2 V). The
tip was terminated
with a CO molecule.
(d)–(f) Corresponding
constant-height AFM
images. Imaging pa-
rameters: amplitude
A = 0.4 Å, frequency
f = 23, 165 Hz and
distance with respect
to the STM set point
above the substrate
between +0.8 Å and
+1.0 Å. Adapted from
ref. [34].

Fig. 8. Change in
the orientation of the
LUMO (left-hand side)
of naphthalocyanine
molecule by rear-
rangement of the two
hydrogen atoms in
the inner core of the
molecule, as shown
in the schematic
model on the right-
hand side, represent-
ing the hydrogen tau-
tomerization reaction
responsible for the
switching. Imaging
parameters: I = 1
pA and V = 0.65 V.
Adapted from
ref. [35].
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Conclusion

Scanning probe microscopy and atom-
ic and molecular manipulation on ultrathin
insulating films open up new possibili-
ties for imaging and controlling matter on
the atomic scale. Key techniques enabled
thereby are the control of the charge state
of single metal atoms and molecules, or-
bital imaging/engineering and the deter-
mination of the molecular structure. The
STM-based processes are based on the
weak electronic coupling to a conducting
substrate and thus a significantly increased
lifetime of the tunneling electron on the
adsorbate. This gives rise to enhanced ef-
ficiency of bond-breaking and formation
processes driven by inelastic tunneling,
which, in combination with orbital imag-
ing, opens up new possibilities in single-
molecule chemistry. A subject not men-
tioned in this review is the enhancement
also of the spin lifetimes in single atoms
on insulating films, which in combination
with atomic manipulation has enabled a
series of groundbreaking experiments
using spin-polarized STM.[36-39]

As atomically perfect insulating films
with varying thickness and of different
materials are almost routinely grown,[40]
substrate-related properties can be con-
veniently studied and exploited. This pro-
vides deeper insight into and a better un-
derstanding of adsorbate–insulator interac-
tion, a key aspect in surface and interface
science, not only in the spatial but also in
the temporal domain.[39] With STM, such
studies are limited to films of only a few
atomic layers, but atomic forcemicroscopy
will allow their extension to thicker films
without losing atomic resolution.[24,41]This
constitutes a first step in the investigation

of new electronic transport phenomena
in planar molecular networks, opening
up new opportunities in single-molecule
electronics.[42]
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